Greater Things
Acts 16:16-34
3.29.20

1. Greater things require ________________ on our part
   - We have to do ____________________ V. 12 & 25

2. Greater things require us to ______________ well
   - Worship God in the ______________ V. 25

   *Giving thanks and glory to God after He does something, is showing appreciation.*
   *But giving thanks and glory before He does something, is showing great trust.*

3. Greater things require our faith to ______________ with God’s faithfulness
   - ______________ is the intersection to “God’s faithfulness”
   - ______________ is the intersection to “greater things”

   *When our trust and His faithfulness intersect, “Greater Things” are always the outcome.*

SAVED THE JAILER’S LIFE V. 27-28
JAILER WAS BROKEN V. 29-31
SHARED THE WORD WITH THE HOUSEHOLD V. 32
JAILER TRANSFORMED V. 33-34
ENTIRE HOUSEHOLD BELIEVED V. 33-34

   *Meet God at the intersection where your trust and His faithfulness cross.*